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Propane Supply Issues Continue to Plaque SD and US;  
SD Legislative Session Starts, Association Phone Lines

Propane
In unpreceedentd fashion, propane continues to head national, state and local news due to the 
ongoing shortages, supply issues, transportation issues, and spot market flucuations.
	 The propane industry throughout South Dakota and the United States have joined 
together to seek solutions to these issues.
	 The association seeks answers and solutions on a daily basis and continues to work 
together with marketers, other state associations,state of SD,  and congressional offices.  As 
information is obtained, I will continue to post the latest updates on the website at:  
sdp2ma.com.
	 Thank you to marketers who have provided me with information and data to help with a 
solution to this crisis.  I encourage everyone to keep sending any information that you have so 
that we can continue to work together and find solutions.

Legislative Session
For our industry, the legislative session has so far been quite.  As legislation is introduced that 
is of interest to our industry, I will be sending updates to members.

Association Toll Free Number
SDP2MA will be discontinuing our toll free number (877-952-2341) for in-state SD due to lack 
of use.  This line will be disconnected in next 30 days.

Please continue to call (605) 224-8606.



Keystone XL Pipeline Southern 
Segment Operational
Earlier this week, the Keystone XL Pipeline’s 
southern segment became operational which 
delivered crude oil from Cushing, Oklahoma 
to Texas’ refineries. TransCanada Corp. 
President and CEO Russ Girling predicted 
that none of the oil will be exported. The 
$2.3 billion, 487 mile southern leg will ship 
about 300,000 barrels per day at the outset 
while averaging 520,000 barrels per day for 
2014. President Obama endorsed the 
construction of the southern leg during the 
2012 presidential campaign. 
 The Keystone XL pipeline’s northern 
leg still remains in limbo and it’s unclear 
when the President will ultimately make a 
decision. The northern leg would transport 
oil from the Alberta oil sands across the 
Montana border to Steele City, Nebraska 
where it would link up with a connection to 
Cushing, Oklahoma.
 Meanwhile, U.S. Energy Secretary 
Ernest Moniz walked back a statement he 
made a few weeks ago regarding the Obama 
Administration’s plan to revisit the oil export 
ban. Moniz said that the Administration is 
not looking at the ban, despite his comments 
last month that seemed to favor a review of 
the decades old law which bans U.S. crude 
oil exports. It’s not entirely clear whether 
repealing the ban on oil exports will result in 
higher or lower U.S. gasoline prices.  

Results from the NCWM Interim Mtg
This week, the National Conference on 
Weights and Measures (NCWM) held its 
2014 Interim meeting in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. Items on the agenda important to 
petroleum marketers were a potential 10 
micron diesel dispenser filter mandate, 
diesel gallon – natural gas equivalent 
comparison and an auto trade group effort to 
prohibit the sale of 85 octane gasoline.
 The NCWM Laws and Regulations 
(L&R) Committee moved a vehicle 

manufacturers’ supported item from 
developmental to voting status for this 
summer’s annual meeting which would 
mandate a 10 micron filter on slow flow 
diesel dispensers. If the item is adopted this 
summer, petroleum marketers in states that 
automatically adopt the latest version of the 
NCWM Laws and 
 Regulation’s Handbook 130 will be 
mandated to use a 10 micron filter on slow 
flow dispensers instead of the current 30 
micron filter. PMAA urged the Committee to 
withdraw the item, and at the minimum, keep 
it as a developmental item, as new 
information was provided from dispenser 
filter manufacturers and regulators. PMAA 
Chairman Sam Bell argued that moving to a 
10 micron filter “would slow the refueling 
process and is an unnecessary cost burden 
on small business petroleum marketers.” 
Tennessee Fuel and Convenience Store 
Association member Brian Parnell 
concurred. If the item is adopted this 
summer, a retail station could expect to pay 
an additional $390 for diesel fuel filters per 
year due to having to change the filter more 
often. With about half of the nation’s 160,000 
retail stations selling diesel fuel, it would cost 
the industry over $31 million per year. PMAA 
will continue to oppose this item and will be 
surveying marketers across the country to 
gather more information to provide to the 
NCWM in order to demonstrate why a 10 
micron filter is an unnecessary regulation.

	 	 	 ..................continued on page 10
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14 OSHA - 2013 Workplace Posting
begins February 1, 2014
The 2013 posting cycle for OSHA’s workplace injury and illness reporting rule begins on 
February 1, 2014 and runs through April 30. The OSHA injury and illness recording and posting 
requirements apply to most establishments (workplaces) with more than 10 employees. OSHA 
requires employers to record and post all work related injuries occurring during the previous 
calendar year. The following list identifies establishments within the petroleum marketing 
industry and indicates whether the establishment must comply with the OSHA Injury and 
Illness recording and posting requirements:

I. MUST MY WORKPLACE COMPLY?

Exempt Workplaces:

• Gasoline Service Stations (without c-stores) (NAICS Code 447190) are exempt from the 
OSHA injury and illness requirements regardless of the number of employees.

Possibly Exempt Workplaces:

• Convenience Food Stores with Gasoline Stations (NAICS Code 447110). Where a 
convenience store and gasoline station is combined, exemption from the OSHA injury 
and illness reporting rule will depend on the “primary activity” at the establishment. The 
primary activity of an establishment is determined by the value of receipts for each 
business activity. If the value of receipts for fuel sales is greater than c-store sales, then 
the establishment is classified as a Gasoline Service Station and is exempt from the 
injury and illness reporting rule. If the c-store gross receipts are greater than fuel sales, 
then the OSHA Injury and Illness requirements apply.

Workplaces that Must Comply:

• Petroleum Bulk Plants (NAICS Code 424710) with more than 10 employees working at the 
bulk plant or company headquarters must comply with the OSHA injury and illness 
requirements. This category includes motor fuel, heating oil and propane bulk facilities.
 

• Petroleum and Petroleum Products Merchant Wholesalers - No Bulk Facilities (NAICS 
424720) with more than 10 employees must comply with the OSHA injury and illness 
requirements. This category includes motor fuel, heating oil and propane non-bulk 
facilities.Heating Oil Dealers (NAICS 
Code 454311) with more than 10 
employees must comply with the OSHA 
injury and illness requirements.

II. HOW DO I COMPLY?
Forms and Posting

• Form 300 - Employers are required to keep 
Form 300, Injury and Illness Log listing all 
injuries and illnesses that occur in the 
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14 workplace thought the reporting year. 
 

• Form 301 - Employers are required to use 
OSHA Form 301 to record each 
workplace injury and illness within 
seven days of occurrence.
 

• Form 300A - Employers are required to 
post Form 300A, the Summary of 
Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses, in 
a workplace every year from February 
1 to April 30. 
 

• OSHA Forms 300, 300A and 301 and 
Instructions are available at: 
https://www.osha.gov/recordkeeping/
RKforms.html

Employee Access:

• Current and former employees, or their 
representatives, have the right to 
access injury and illness records. 
Employers must provide a copy of the 
relevant record(s) by the end of the 
next business day.

Recordable Injuries and Illnesses:

OSHA's definition of work-related injuries, 
illnesses and fatalities are those in which an 
event or exposure in the work environment 
either cause or contributes to the condition. 
In addition, an event or exposure in the work 
environment significantly aggravates a pre-
existing injury or illness is also considered 
work-related. Injuries include, but not limited 
to, a cut, fracture, sprain, or amputation. 
Illnesses include both acute and chronic 
illnesses, such as, but not limited to, a skin 
disease (i.e. contact dermatitis), respiratory 
disorder (i.e. occupational asthma, 
pneumoconiosis), or poisoning (i.e. lead 
poisoning, solvent intoxication). The 
following injury and illnesses must be 
recorded

• All work-related fatalities.
 

• All work-related injuries and illnesses that 
result in days away from work, 

restricted work or transfer to another 
job, loss of consciousness or medical 
treatment beyond first aid.
 

• All significant work-related injuries or 
illnesses diagnoses by a physician or 
other licensed health care 
professional, even if it does not result 
in death, days away from work, 
restricted work or job transfer, 
medical treatment beyond first aid, or 
loss of consciousness.
 

• Illnesses include both acute and chronic 
illnesses, such as, but not limited to, a 
skin disease (i.e. contact dermatitis), 
respiratory disorder (i.e. occupational 
asthma, pneumoconiosis), or 
poisoning (i.e. lead poisoning, solvent 
intoxication).

A guide to identifying recordable injury and 
illnesses can be found in the FORM 300, 
300A and 301 instructions at: https://
www.osha.gov/recordkeeping/RKforms.html. 
 CAUTION! AK, AZ, CA, HI, IN, IA, KY, 
MD, MI, MN, NV, NM, NC, OR, SC, TN UT, 
VT, VA, WA and WY have their own state 
OSHA programs for private employees. 
These states follow federal rules but may 
vary slightly. Go to: http://www.osha.gov/
dcsp/osp/index.html to find contact 
information for state programs.

III. WHERE CAN I GET MORE 
INFORMATION?
For more information click here or contact 
Mark S. Morgan, PMAA Regulatory Counsel 
at mmorgan@pmaa.org.

JOHN HEPLER
ENERGY ACCOUNT MANAGER

17005 Chutney Drive

Omaha, NE 61836

CELL: (515) 291-9531

FAX: (309) 557-7386

EMAIL: jhepler@growmark.com

GROWMARK ENERGY is a divison of GROWMARK, Inc.

https://www.osha.gov/recordkeeping/RKforms.html
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https://www.osha.gov/recordkeeping
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14 NPGA News
NFPA Aggressively Tackles Supply, 
Demand and Distribution Efforts
NPGA is working tirelessly with stakeholders within 
the federal government and our industry partners 
to find solutions to the current situation.  

In addition to requests for regional waivers for the 
Midwestern, Eastern, and Southern regions, 
NPGA submitted a request today for the additional 
southern states and the addition of the western 
service center region.  Click here to view that 
request.

Furthermore, Iowa Governor  Branstad and Lt. 
Governor Reynolds applauded Texas officials and 
the U.S. DOT for assisting the Midwest during 
propane shortage.  Last night, Texas officials lifted 
the permitting requirements allowing trucks from 
other 
Regulatory Guidance on Rest Break 
and Record Keeping Requirements
On December 19, 2013, the Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration released 
guidance for record keeping and break 
requirements for drivers who become 
ineligible for the "Short-Haul" exception 
during the duty day.
 
The regulatory guidance explains that when a 
driver exceeds either hours or distance limits 
and is no longer a "Short-Haul" driver, that 
driver must both keep a log and take a 30 
minute break.  Further, the guidance 
addresses the situation in which a driver did 
not plan to exceed the "Short-Haul" limits and 
explains  that the driver must take a 30 minute 
break at their earliest convenience and note in 
the record of duty status why the break was 
not within 8 hours of last their last off duty 
time.
 
For further information, please contact Robert 
F. Helminiak, Director, Regulatory Affairs at 
rhelminiak@npga.org or 202.355.1321.

DOE Activity on Hearth Products
On December 31, 2013, the Department of  Energy 
(DOE) published a Proposed Determination of 

Coverage for Hearth Products as Covered 
Consumer Product[s].
 
This is a direct response to NPGA successfully 
suing DOE on the previous decorative fireplace/
gas log sets rule. This time DOE is following the 
proper procedures to regulate a product that is not 
currently covered by the Energy Policy and 
Conservation Act (EPCA).
 
The preliminary determinations by DOE are that 
hearth products "meet the criteria for covered 
products because classifying products of  such type 
as covered products is necessary or appropriate to 
carry out the purposes of EPCA" and that "average 
annual U.S. household energy use for hearth 
products is likely to exceed 100 kilowatt-hours 
(kWh) per year."
 
NPGA intends to file comments by the January 30, 
2014 deadline, and will work with the Hearth, Patio 
and Barbecue Association (HPBA) to ascertain the 
validity of the assumptions made by DOE in their 
determination.  We will also work as closely as 
possible with DOE on this activity, and any future 
rulemakings which will likely establish a test 
procedure and a minimum energy efficiency.
 
For further information, please contact Robert F. 
Helminiak, Director, Regulatory Affairs at 
rhelminiak@npga.org or 202.355.1321.

TS&S Committee Prepares for Indy
The Technology, Standards and Safety 
Committee (TS&S)  is gearing up for its 
meeting in Indianapolis March 3-5. All NPGA 
members are welcome to attend and 
registration can be completed at this link: 
TS&S Registration. 
 
The meeting will address several issues, 
mostly pertaining to the next edition of NFPA 
58 "LP-Gas Code." The deadline for 
submitting proposals for the 2017 edition is 
July 7 of this year. Because NFPA changed 
the development cycle, we are working on a 
compressed timeframe and the urgency for 
completing development of proposals is 
present.

    ..................continued on page 15

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MUiq9WVP43NpscjPIQlXgn8nMod4Oaw7vU02Gi8SgcQ_Kjw5qeqcCX3SjiETg8pPolukLW00YxZnBCutezlaJqucYUNaA3UChalCRqGacasYWwHsl4TnNOyGIbGUp-wMLkJcA0HLo8DULfLgnKJp99ONsb9gU6bhLRPxUs2Do33GxyN9JpeYG3BIY9lZ03_rJEGiLOfyxYywwNUC8L0UYx5Tt7cPBLEaR5B7-WeUS4jINmPUy3DIXhi16ysQN-hwryGW3IfCjoM=&c=NdcSrpwn-5PZ67NO8Yz-cc0nnyURpEZAHJHpAL4emK1j6FPHkyxbpA==&ch=xbZ_huQ7Cqj7SWnCckoQvUyMU4sQ5ploN5uKuNL_7OzJTxHTNlGu8w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MUiq9WVP43NpscjPIQlXgn8nMod4Oaw7vU02Gi8SgcQ_Kjw5qeqcCX3SjiETg8pPolukLW00YxZnBCutezlaJqucYUNaA3UChalCRqGacasYWwHsl4TnNOyGIbGUp-wMLkJcA0HLo8DULfLgnKJp99ONsb9gU6bhLRPxUs2Do33GxyN9JpeYG3BIY9lZ03_rJEGiLOfyxYywwNUC8L0UYx5Tt7cPBLEaR5B7-WeUS4jINmPUy3DIXhi16ysQN-hwryGW3IfCjoM=&c=NdcSrpwn-5PZ67NO8Yz-cc0nnyURpEZAHJHpAL4emK1j6FPHkyxbpA==&ch=xbZ_huQ7Cqj7SWnCckoQvUyMU4sQ5ploN5uKuNL_7OzJTxHTNlGu8w==
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

 
Contact: Andi Fouberg (202) 228-5381

January 24, 2014 Rachel Millard (202) 228-5939

 
Thune Urges Action to Alleviate Propane Shortage

 
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Senator John Thune (R-S.D.), Ranking Member of the Senate 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, which oversees the Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), today sent a letter to the FMCSA 
requesting the agency issue an Emergency Declaration for the Western Service Center 
due to propane shortages, which have been magnified as a result of the extreme cold 
weather conditions in our region and other portions of the United States. The FMCSA 
declaration would provide relief from existing Hours of Service limits for drivers 
transporting propane throughout the Western region while still requiring drivers to be 
fit to drive and operate safely. This would build on the Hours of Service exemption that 
Governor Daugaard issued earlier this month that applied only within South Dakota. 
Similar declarations have been made by 
FMCSA for the Southern, Eastern, and 
Midwestern Service Centers which 
provide interstate flexibility regarding the 
movement of propane and home heating 
fuel.
 
“Regional supply disruptions, high 
demand from a wet corn harvest, and 
the extreme cold temperatures this 
winter have strained propane and home 
heating oil supplies throughout the 
region,” said Thune. “The brutally cold 
temperatures in South Dakota, and 
across the region, this winter are a 
challenge for families and businesses, 
and a tight propane market only 
increases the dangerous conditions 
residents are facing. I will continue 
working with all relevant federal 
agencies to address this ongoing 
situation.”
 
The full text of Thune’s letter appears 
below:
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800.328.6291

Your questions answered by the people who know propane equipment.

Essential Equipment for    
     South Dakota Winters

• Good Insulated Gloves

• Ice Cleats

• Residential CO Detector



January 24, 2014
 
Ms. Anne S. Ferro
Administrator
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, Southeast
Washington, DC 20590
 
Dear Administrator Ferro:
 
I write in support of the National Propane Gas Association’s request for you to declare a state of 
emergency and grant regional exemptions from Hours of Service (HOS) regulations for the Western 
Service Center.  Your support for regional exemptions in the Midwest, Eastern, and Southern 
Service Centers have provided relief to these areas, however many of the states in the Western 
Service Center, including my home state of South Dakota, are still experiencing similar propane 
supply constraints and disruptions. 
 
Due to the high demand for propane stemming from a wet corn harvest, the extreme cold 
temperatures this winter, and regional supply disruptions, propane prices have increased to record 
highs.  This has resulted in distributors facing challenges securing supplies for residents of South 
Dakota and in some cases even rationing supplies.  These conditions led South Dakota Governor 
Dennis Daugaard to declare a state of emergency on January 8, 2013, to provide intrastate HOS 
relief. 
 
It is now time for the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to act and provide 
more expansive relief to South Dakotans and others in the Western Service Center.  In doing so, it 
is important that the FMCSA extend the HOS service relief to Texas, which is home to the world’s 
largest underground propane storage facility.  This action by FMCSA, would again compliment an 
action taken earlier this week by Texas’ Lieutenant Governor David Dewhurst, which waived 
certain licensing, permitting, and certification requirements for petroleum gas trucks and operators.
 
I thank you for your consideration of my request, and look forward to your assistance in this 
pressing matter for a growing number of individuals and businesses. 
 
Sincerely,
 
John Thune
 

###
 
Andi Fouberg │ Communications Director
Senator John Thune (R-S.D.)
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
511 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.  20510
202-224-2321
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

 
Contact: Andi Fouberg (202) 228-5381

January 28, 2014 Rachel Millard (202) 228-5939
 

Thune Commends Action to Help Alleviate Propane Shortage
 
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Senator John Thune (R-S.D.), Ranking Member of the Senate 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, which oversees the Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), today commended the agency’s decision to issue 
an Emergency Declaration for South Dakota and North Dakota due to propane shortages 
which have been magnified as a result of the extreme cold weather conditions in our region 
and other portions of the United States. On Friday, January 24, 2014, Senator Thune wrote 
FMCSA Administrator Anne Ferro requesting the declaration. The FMCSA declaration, 
which builds on the exemption that Governor Daugaard issued earlier this month that 
applied only within South Dakota, will provide relief from existing hours of service limits 
for drivers for the interstate transport of propane and heating oil while still requiring drivers 
be fit to drive and operate safely. The Emergency Declaration will expire on February 11th 
or when the designation is no longer needed.
 
“Regional supply disruptions, high demand from a wet corn harvest, and the extreme cold 
temperatures this winter have strained propane and home heating oil supplies throughout 
the region,” said Thune. “I have been working with the FMCSA on ways to reduce the 
impact of this problem and appreciate their willingness to respond to this issue from a 
regional perspective. The brutally cold temperatures in South Dakota, and across the region, 
this winter are a challenge for families and businesses, and a tight propane market only 
increases the dangerous conditions residents are facing. I will continue working with all 
relevant federal agencies to address this ongoing situation.”
 

###
 
 
Andi Fouberg │ Communications Director
Senator John Thune (R-S.D.)
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
511 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.  20510
202-224-2321

http://www.thune.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/press-releases?ID=2e44a0ac-ffab-4c7f-853e-7cd9d0759954
http://www.thune.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/press-releases?ID=2e44a0ac-ffab-4c7f-853e-7cd9d0759954
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14 .......continued	  from	  page	  2
 The NCWM Specifications and 
Tolerances (S&T) Committee and L&R 
Committee also examined the diesel gallon 
equivalent (DGE) unit of light-duty natural 
gas vehicles with equivalent diesel powered 
vehicles to allow motorists to readily 
compare costs and fuel economy. The latest 
proposal which was set as a voting item for 
the July 2014 meeting would require both 
CNG and LNG to be sold in kilograms by 
2016. There is a concern that this would 
confuse the natural gas marketplace 
because consumers would be unable to 
compare fuel economy costs as is currently 
provided for the gasoline gallon equivalent 
standard with CNG. PMAA will continue to 
monitor the latest developments.
 Finally, auto manufacturers have put 
forth a proposal to prohibit the sale of 85 
octane gasoline. Several PMAA associations 
with mountain or high elevation regions 
where 85 octane is sold are opposed to this 
change. Marketers are concerned that this 
change would impact consumer choice at 
the pump and there’s no evidence that 85 
octane causes vehicle performance and 
maintenance issues. The L&R Committee 
voted to keep this item as informational, so it 
will be left on the agenda for future 
consideration. 
 Currently, the Coordinated Research 
Council (CRC) and ASTM are reviewing the 
proposal and many groups argued that 
NCWM should wait until the CRC study is 
completed before moving forward.

Visa/MC Litigation Settlement 
Preregistration
Marketers that accepted Visa or MasterCard 
cards between January 1, 2004 and 
November 28, 2012 and did not opt-out of 
the pending class action settlement will be 
eligible to claim funds when and if the 
settlement clears legal challenges.
 Marketers can now preregister to 
recover funds on the settlement website: 
https://www.paymentcardsettlement.com/
en/Preregistration.  
 Keep in mind, preregistration is 
optional and not required but it could speed 

up the process when and if the settlement is 
approved. Preregistration closes on February 
1, 2014.    

PMAA and Federated - 20  years
In 1994, PMAA leaders and Federated 
Insurance decided to join forces to help 
petroleum marketing companies across the 
U.S. improve their risk management and 
obtain essential insurance products. “It was 
true in 1994 and remains true today: 
Petroleum marketing is a highly regulated 
and litigated business, which requires 
expertise only Federated can deliver.” said 
Dan Gilligan, PMAA President. “We truly 
appreciate the support Federated has 
provided to PMAA and its members over the 
past 20 years.”
 Through the alliance with Federated, 
PMAA members receive access to a wide 
variety of safety and risk management 
resources which can help ensure a safe and 
productive workforce.
 Jeff Fetters, Federated’s Chairman, 
President and CEO, agrees. “Strong ties with 
our affinity partners are an important piece of 
Federated’s rich history. Our relationship with 
PMAA exemplifies what two like-minded 
organizations can do together when their 
fundamental goal is to help clients and 
members . I t ’s th rough that shared 
philosophy that Federated and PMAA have 
had the opportunity to bring insurance and 
risk management solutions to thousands of 
business members each year.”
 “It is in the moments when our stories 
intersect that Federated truly fulfills our 
mission of serving PMAA’s members. I look 
forward to what we can achieve together in 
the next 20 years.” 
 “Time and again, Federated steps to 
the forefront to help PMAA and our state 
associations achieve important industry 
goals. We frequently turn to Federated for 
help, and they always come through,” 
Gilligan said. “I have visited all forty-eight of 
our state associations, and Federated is 
always there working to support the 
marketers at the state and local levels.”
 To learn more about Federated, 
please follow this link.

https://www.paymentcardsettlement.com/en/Preregistration
https://www.paymentcardsettlement.com/en/Preregistration
https://www.paymentcardsettlement.com/en/Preregistration
https://www.paymentcardsettlement.com/en/Preregistration
http://www.pmaa.org/pmaapartners/federated.asp
http://www.pmaa.org/pmaapartners/federated.asp


                    SUMMONS 
 
State  

County  

 
District Court 

Judicial District 

 
  

 

Employee, 
 Plaintiff, 

 
vs. 
 

Your Company, 
 Defendant. 

 

 
Court File Number:  1234567890 

 

Case Type: Negligence 

 
 Summons 

 
 
 

 
 
THIS SUMMONS IS DIRECTED TO THE BUSINESS OWNER. 

1. YOU ARE BEING SUED. The Plaintiff has alleged that she was harassed in the 

workplace. Pl                   aintiff's Complaint against you is attached to this summons.                    Do not throw these  

They are official papers that affect your rights.  You must respond to this lawsuit even though it 

may not yet be filed with the Court and there may be no court file number on this summons. 

2. YOU MUST REPLY WITHIN 20 DAYS TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.   You 

must give or mail to the person who signed this summons a written response called an Answer 

within 20** days of the date on which you received this Summons. You must send a copy of 

your Answer to the person who signed this summons located at: 

___________________________________. 

3. YOU MUST RESPOND TO EACH CLAIM. The Answer is your written response 

to the Plaintiff's Complaint. In your Answer you must state whether you agree or disagree with 

each paragraph of the Complaint. If you believe the Plaintiff should not be given everything 

asked for in the Complaint, you must say so in your Answer. 

4. YOU WILL LOSE YOUR CASE IF YOU DO NOT SEND A WRITTEN 

RESPONSE TO THE COMPLAINT TO THE PERSON WHO SIGNED THIS 

SUMMONS.  If you do not Answer within 20 days, you will lose this case. You will not get to 

tell your side of the story, and the Court may decide against you and award the Plaintiff 

everything asked for in the complaint.  If you do not want to contest the claims stated in the 

complaint, you do not need to respond.  A default judgment can then be entered against you for 

the relief requested in the complaint. 

Every employer, no matter what size, has to  
deal with human resource issues, regulations, 
and employment law changes. Contact your  
local marketing representative to learn how  
you can gain complimentary, unlimited access  
to independent employment law attorneys  
who provide state-speci!c legal advice on  
your employment-related questions. 

Visit www.federatedinsurance.com to !nd a 
representative near you.

Who’s Keeping You Out of Court?

 
*Not licensed in the states of NH, NJ, RI, and VT.    © 2014 Federated Mutual Insurance Company
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FBI to Retailers: Expect more Cyber 
Attacks
The Federal Bureau of Investigation sent a memo to retailers 
warning them to prepare for more cyber attacks on consumer 
card data.

SAN FRANCISCO – The U.S. Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) has reportedly sent a 
three-page report to retail companies warned 
to expect more cyber attacks after 
discovering about 20 hacking incidents in the 
past year involving similar malware used in the 
massive Target data breach, USA Today 
reports.
 USA Today continues that Reuters 
obtained the confidential, three-page report, 
“Recent Cyber Intrusion Events Directed 
Toward Retail Firms,” noting that it describes 
the risks posed by "memory-parsing" malware 
that infects point-of-sale (POS) systems. "We 
believe POS malware crime will continue to 
grow over the near term, despite law 
enforcement and security firms' actions to 
mitigate it," said the FBI report.
	 "The accessibility of the malware on 
underground forums, the affordability of the 
software and the huge potential profits to be 
made from retail POS systems in the United 
States make this type of financially motivated 
cyber crime attractive to a wide range of 
actors," the FBI added.
 Gray Taylor, executive director of 
PCATS, the industry's standards and 
technology organization, commented to 
NACS Daily: “It is assured that without 
material changes in the card payments 
system, these types of attacks will continue 
— possibly escalate. Unfortunately I see the 
card payment industry holding out hope that 
EMV will serve a speedy end solution to our 
40-year-old system issues, but the reality is 
that EMV is years away and an incredible 
cost burden to society. We are working to 
obtain more immediate solutions in the 
field, such as PIN, encryption and 
tokenization.”
 Taylor continued that the 
industry's key threat vector is through our 

dispensers.  
 PCATS and NACS have developed a 
number of resources for convenience retailers 
to use in order to materially reduce this threat.

Countrymark to Offer CNG Fueling 
Infrastructure
Company will also provide expertise to assist companies as 
they assess their fuel needs.

INDIANAPOLIS – CountryMark announced 
that it is adding compressed natural gas 
(CNG) to its lineup of transportation fuels.
“Our mission is to produce and supply market 
leading energy products and services,” said 
CountryMark President and CEO Charlie 
Smith. “As we look at future Midwestern 
transportation fuel needs, we feel confident it 
will include CNG, and we and our branded 
dealers are excited about building the CNG
infrastructure needed to bring this reliable and 
domestically produced fuel to the marketplace 
in the most convenient and cost-effective 
manner possible.”
 CountryMark-branded CNG fueling 
stations will include fast-fill CNG dispensers 
and dispensers for CountryMark’s premium 
quality diesel fuel, biodiesel-blended fuels and 
gasoline. Dispensers for E85, propane and 
diesel exhaust fluid will be included as 
needed.
 “Many fleets will still need diesel fuel 
and/or gasoline,” said Lantz. “Multiple fuels 
will better meet the needs of fleets 
transitioning to dedicated CNG vehicles, fleets
	 	 	 	 .......continued on page 14

News from NACS

http://www.nacsonline.com/News/Daily/pages/nd0107142.aspx
http://www.nacsonline.com/News/Daily/pages/nd0107142.aspx
http://www.nacsonline.com/YourBusiness/PCICompliance/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.nacsonline.com/YourBusiness/PCICompliance/Pages/default.aspx


2014 - Locations 
March 25	 Sioux Falls Ramkota	 (1 -5 pm)
March 26	 Aberdeen - Dakota Event Center
March 27	 Mobridge Wrangler Inn

June 10	 Rapid City Ramkota		 	 	 All other seminars 8 am to noon.
June 11	 Mitchell Highlands Conference Center
June 12	 Brookings	 TBA

September 25	 Deadwood - The Lodge
September 26	 Pierre Club House Inn

November 18	 Rapid City Ramkota
November 19	 Sioux Falls Ramkota

To register:  http://denr.sd.gov/des/gw/tanks/TankOperatorTraining.aspx

2014 Training Programs
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C
ertified Em

ployee Training Program
 (C

ETP)

U
ST O

w
ner/O

perator Training

Please email the following address for registration forms for all classes:  dawna@sdp2ma-sdacs.com 
or go online to http://sdp2ma.com and find registration forms in Education and Training.

2014 Class Schedule
Basic Principles	 	 	 	 	 	 Bobtail Delivery
Jan. 7-8	 	 Pierre	 	 	 	 	 Feb. 4-6	 	 Pierre
March 4-5	 	 Aberdeen	 	 	 	 April  8-10	 	 Aberdeen
May 6-7	 	 Rapid City	 	 	 	 June 10-12	 	 Rapid City
July 8-9	 	 Sioux Falls	 	 	 	 August 5-7	 	 Sioux Falls
September 22-23	 Deadwood	 	 	 	 October 7-9	 	 Rapid City
November 4-5	 Mitchell	 	 	 	 December 2-4	 Mitchell

4.1 Distribution Systems	 	 	 	 	 4.2 Distribution Systems
May 20-22  Rapid City	 	 	 	 	 	 June 17-19  Rapid City
July 22-24 Mitchell	 	 	 	 	 	 August 19-21  Mitchell

Plant Operations 	 	 	
July 29-31   Mitchell	 	 	 	 	

Basic Refresher
March 6   Aberdeen
May 8  Rapid City

mailto:dawna@sdp2ma-sdac.scom
mailto:dawna@sdp2ma-sdac.scom
http://sdp2ma.com
http://sdp2ma.com
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that have invested in dual fuel or bi-fuel 
vehicles and fleets that are maintaining their 
traditional gasoline and diesel vehicles. 
CountryMark’s goal will be to provide the 
public with convenient, one-stop-shop 
fueling.”
	 CountryMark will also provide 
expertise to assist companies as they 
assess their fuel needs.
 “Our teams are being trained to 
provide a high level of multi-fuel knowledge 
that will help bus and truck fleets analyze 
their transportation fuel options and make 
the best possible fueling decision to reach 
their fleet goals,” Lantz said.
 For more information, contact 
CountryMark’s CNG Fuel Manager Jennifer 
Karras at (800) 808-3170 extension 8203.

Convenience Stores Continue 
Impressive Growth
The U.S. convenience store count increased to 151,282 
stores — a 1.4% increase from 2013.

ALEXANDRIA, VA - The U.S. convenience 
store count increased to 151,282 stores as 
of December 31, 2013, a 1.4% increase 
(2,062 stores) from the year prior, according 
to the 2014 NACS/Nielsen Convenience 
Industry Store Count.
	 The link between fuels and 
convenience retailing continues to grow. 
Overall, 83.7% of convenience stores 
(126,658 total) sell motor fuels, a 2.7% 
increase (3,369 stores) over 2013. The 
growth of convenience stores selling motor 
fuels is double the overall growth in the 
industry, as fuel retailers add convenience 
operations and convenience retailers add 
fueling operations.
	 Convenience stores account for 
34.3% of all retail outlets in the United 
States, according to Nielsen, which is 
significantly higher than the U.S. total of 
other retail channels including drug stores 
(41,378 stores), supermarket/supercenter 
(37,459 stores) and dollar stores (24,853 
stores).
 “Today’s time-starved consumers 
need quick and convenient access to food, 

fuel and beverages. No other retail channel 
comes close to filling these needs than 
America’s convenience stores, which is why 
our industry continues to grow, innovate and 
support their communities and their 
customers’ busy lifestyles,” said NACS 
Chairman Brad Call, vice president of 
adventure culture at North Salt Lake City, 
Utah-based Maverik Inc.
	 The convenience retailing industry 
continues to be dominated by single-store 
operators, which account for 62.8% of all 
convenience stores (95,056 stores total).
Among the states, Texas continues to lead 
in store count with 15,191 stores, up from 
14,920 in 2013. The rest of the top 10 states 
for convenience stores are California 
(11,188), Florida (9,737), New York (8,154), 
Georgia (6,750), North Carolina (6,272), Ohio 
(5,452), Michigan, (4,903), Illinois (4,607) and 
Virginia (4,512).
	 The convenience retailing industry 
has roughly doubled in size over the last 
three decades. At year-end 1983, the store 
count was 80,900 stores, at year-end 1993 
the store count was 98,400 stores and at 
year-end 2003 the store count was 132,659 
stores.
	 Nielsen calculations are based in part 
on data reported by Nielsen for the period 
ending December 31, 2013, through its 
TDLinx service for retail channels. Nielsen 
determines its convenience store count 
using the store definition that requires stores 
to include a broad merchandise mix, 
extended hours of operation and a minimum 
of 500 stock-keeping units (SKUs), among 
other factors.



.......continued	  from	  page	  6

Some of the topics that will be addressed at 
the meeting include:

• Requirements for marking universal 
cylinders, which are capable of being 
filled in either the vertical or horizontal 
orientation.

• Clarifying the terminology associated 
with dispensers, dispensing stations 
and autogas dispensers. There is much 
confusion about the requirements in 
this area.

• The revamping of Chapter 11 Engine 
Fuel Systems-This effort to update the 
chapter to reflect more modern 
technologies for fuel delivery systems 
has stagnated in the past but with a 
new PERC project that will provide 
fundamental technical expertise, the 
TS&S Committee will be integrally 
involved in drafting code text.

• Determining the fire safety 
requirements, particularly with respect 
to separation distances, for portable 

engines used in liquid transfer 
operations.

 
This is just a small sampling of the topics and 
issues that will be discussed at the meeting. 
This is your opportunity as a member of the 
NPGA to help write the codes and standards 
that will be affecting your business in years to 
come.  We hope to see you there!

Hours-of-Service Exemptions
Winter 2013-2014

The 2013-2014 heating season began on 
October 1, 2013 and officially ends on March 
31, 2014. State authorities issue HOS 
exemptions to a company's drivers during 
time of emergencies. These HOS exemptions 
affect certain sections of the FMCSA rules, 
which govern the operating hours for drivers 
of commercial motor vehicles. 

The exemptions allow marketers to deliver 
critical propane heating supplies to their 
customers during times of severe weather, 
when bad roads cause significant delays in 
travel time to a customer's tank location. 

NPGA strives to provide the most current 
listings. However, we need your assistance to 
do so. If an HOS waiver is issued in your state 
and you do not see it posted on our website, 
please forward a copy of the relevant waiver 
or exemption document to the following at 
NPGA: Tara Falls at tfalls@npga.org or fax to 
202-466-7205.

***Members*****  Please visit npga.org and 
review the list of state with HOS waivers.  
Also listed are the regional HOS waivers.  If 
you traveling through other states, you 
may need to have a copy of the state or 
regional waiver in your truck.  Please make 
sure you have all the correct paperwork.  
Once on website, go to the Hours of 
Service Exemptions area (located in blue 
box on right hand side of main page).
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Valley City, ND 58072
Phone: 800-437-9702
Fax: 800-313-3299
www.feiinc.com
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http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/Home_Files/revised_hos.asp
http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/Home_Files/revised_hos.asp
mailto:tfalls@npga.org
mailto:tfalls@npga.org


In-Stock Inventory...Always!
• On-site tank manufacturing increases quality control and improves lead times.
• In-house engineering ensures the safest and strongest custom designs.
• Axalta™ Imron®�$KHSD�O@HMS�LHWHMF�RS@SHNM�FT@Q@MSDDR�@M�DXD�B@SBGHMF�O@HMS�ƥMHRG

westmor-ind.com/inventory
or 800-992-8981, ask for truck sales

3,400 Gallon Blueline Bobtail 5,000 Gallon Blueline Bobtail 5,300 Gallon Blueline Bobtail

GOING THE EXTRA


